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The directors and student body presidents from Arizona's three universities vote at ASA delegate meetings, often coupled with the timing of Arizona Board of Regents meetings.

At September's meeting, Rimsza voted contrary to Hartz on an internal ASA issue.

Still, her resignation was voluntary, she said, and Hartz was willing to let the issue slide, they both said.

Rimsza called the changed in operation "a verbal rule" that was never put in writing, while Hartz said the terms "rule," "policy" and "procedure" are misleading because the executive authority was already in the ASA bylaws and the ASUA Constitution.

Hartz also said that Rimsza resigned without ever asking for a policy change.

He said that he sat down with his executive board in June and fleshed it out the administration's procedure for deciding how delegates would vote at statewide meetings.

In August, Hartz spoke with the three ASA directors, with Rimsza on teleconference from New Jersey, and explained that ASA would make a conscious effort to present a "unified front" on issues.

Hartz asked for input, and none of the directors, including Rimsza voiced concern, he said.

But Rimsza argues that when push came to shove not every issue was thoroughly discussed.

"There were a million and one other issues," she said in reference to the issues under consideration in the September meeting. "If you are going to have a rule like this, you have to sit down and come to a clear consensus." Hartz maintains that as the chief spokesperson for student government and ASA, he had the responsibility and authority to act in the best interest of the student body and the university.

Leaping into office
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